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The human-canine pack consists of dad, mum, 2 1/2 year old son, Moose (8 year old 
desexed female Marrema), and Maple (8 year old desexed female Marrema). The dogs 
are not littermates.  
 
Both dogs were acquired as puppies, and they perform security duties. The family home 
is situated on acreage and the dogs have a very large and interesting yard. Moose seems 
higher in the pack order than Maple and Maple has some arthritis. The dogs are good 
friends. Moose seems to focus her watchdog duties on the home and its immediate area 
while Maple protects the wider area.  
 
Both dogs do too much barking and have done over a number of years. The triggers 
include pedestrians along the walking track at the rear boundary, feral deer, hares, 
turkeys, and even guests; the dogs have barked soo loud and persistently at guests on the 
back deck that the noise drowned out conversation. Citronella bark triggered collars have 
been used with mixed success to control their barking over the years but they are not 
working very well anymore plus are expensive to run because the dogs use up a lot of 
citronella and batteries. The dogs will not break off from barking to recall.  
 
The dogs sleep downstairs and come upstairs onto the deck area at times. Maple seems 
friendly with the son but Moose does not accept him so well though has improved. The 
dogs are walked daily by mum on haltis. A German Shepherd was previously owned.  
 
Moose accepted the figure of 8 head collar readily and both dogs quickly learned the sit-
wait-look-at-me routine for treats.     
 
Problems (Moose): 
(1) Nuisance barking at a variety of stimuli.  
(2) Social adjustment of routine and position within the family since baby’s arrival.  
(3) Potential for aggression directed towards the child. 
(4) Possible onset of aging changes to the brain.  
 
Problems (Maple): 
(1) Nuisance barking at a variety of stimuli.  
(2) Social adjustment of routine and position within the family since baby’s arrival.  
(3) Some potential for aggression directed towards the child. 
(4) Possible onset of aging changes to the brain.  
(5) Arthritis and management of pain related to this illness (see your GP Veterinarian).  
 
 
 PLAN: 
1. Be aware that no child should be alone unsupervised with any dog.  
2. A complete health check for both dogs is strongly advised including a General Health Profile 
and Thyroid check. This is especially important in view of their geriatric status. Please see 
your regular Veterinarian.  
 
RAPPORT 
1. The rear deck is a great place for the dogs to spend some time when you are at home and it is 
convenient. Ensure your son can not open the doors onto the deck while the dogs are on the 
deck. The dogs could perhaps sleep out here too. They are physically closer to the family 
when on the deck and it could improve rapport and overall time spent with the dogs.  
2. Apply the “nothing in life is free” routine see 9. below. Dogs learn to love this “game”.  
3. Fit Moose’s head collar and lead when near your son. The head collar sends a clear 
unambiguous leadership message to its wearer via the firm nose loop which simulates the top 
dog grasping the muzzle of the subordinate dog. The neck loop stimulates a calming pressure 
point at the back of the neck where mother-dogs pick up pups causing the pup to relax.  The 
head collar also gives greater mechanical control over a large strong dog; consider that a 
horse can be lead on a head collar.  
4. Fit a wire muzzle to Moose when in the yard with your son for absolute bite protection. The 
head collar can be fitted inside of it. Be aware that some dogs can get a wire muzzle off, and 
can still head-butt etc.  
 
RECALL 
 
Practice the recall command repeatedly.  
• Never call the dogs for something unpleasant, such as a nail clip, worm pill, or to lose 
their freedom while at the dog park.  
• Gain their attention first eg clap hands loudly, waggle food treat. 
• Always reward them for coming. Food rewards are best at least initially. Use happy high 
voice tones. Make it worth their while. 
• Always practice recall when you expect the dogs to come. Choose your moment eg when 
they glance at you, and not when they have their nose in another dogs back end. Set them 
up to succeed. The more difficult recalls will come in time.  
• Practice the following sequence: recall, treat, release; to interrupt any undesired 
behaviours. 
• They may recall somewhat better when wearing their bark collars because barking is not 
as much fun so their focus is easier to obtain to achieve a successful recall. 
• Continue to appreciate that you have two “Spontaneous” personality types of dog and 
recall is inherently more difficult.  
 
 
MANAGEMENT 
5. Teach your son to respect the dogs, and to always handle them gently under supervision. 
Moose should never be off-leash without a barrier between her and him. 
6. Exercise is a natural relaxing agent and most dogs prize their walk highly. Continue the daily 
walks. If possible, take your son and Moose together to pair the great walk with your son and 
improve the way Moose feels about him. 
7. Provide the dogs with some chew fodder daily. Give them last thing before leaving the home 
so the dogs will be occupied in your absence. Raw lean bones are ideal. Because the dogs are 
aged, softer bones from young animals are best eg lamb, chick frames, brisket. Large femur 
bones can cause older dogs to crack teeth.  
8. Provide a place for the dogs on the deck and reward them for being on it. Use an unwashed 
item of bedding from Mum and Dad’s bed eg a doona or blanket. Fold it over once or twice 
and place it on the floor. Ensure it is cosy and inviting.  
9. Nothing in life is free… Teach Moose to greet you by coming up to you, sitting near you, and 
making eye contact…this should always earn acknowledgement and a pat. Submissive 
postures (such as sitting, lying or rolling over) should be rewarded. Barking or any 
undesirable behaviour should result in them being ignored; turn your back on the dogs 
instantly.  
10. Be strict with the “nothing in life is free” routine; also practice ignoring the dogs at times.  
• Teach the dogs to greet you by coming up to you, sitting near you, and making eye 
contact…this should always earn acknowledgement and a pat (Moose first, then Maple).  
• They must obey a command prior to receiving anything good. They must sit, wait, and look at 
you, before receiving food, walk, attention, and access to indoors, whatever they want.  
• Submissive postures (such as sitting, lying or rolling over) should be rewarded.  
• Any undesirable behaviour should result in them being ignored; turn your back instantly and 
be a good actor!  
• Continue to reinforce the proper pack order being Dad, Mum, son, Moose, then Maple. This 
means that the dogs receive everything in this order. They are greeted Moose then Maple; 
Moose is fed then Maple; When loading the car Moose hops in first then Maple etc. There 
only has to be a split second difference but it does mean a lot to the dogs. The sheer 
predictability of all interactions helps the dogs remain calm also.    
11. Apply Moose’s static pulse bark control collar anytime nuisance barking is likely to occur eg 
when she is outside during the day; when you have guests over.  
12. Work ahead. When guests are expected walk the dogs beforehand, withhold their food and 
give them big raw bones just before the guests arrive. To control unwanted barking, calmly fit 
the dogs with bark control collars.  
13. If static pulse bark control collars do not succeed in managing barking levels to an acceptable 
level, please contact me to discuss surgical debarking. Please note that I have never yet had 
cause to refer any client for surgical debarking though it is now legal in Qld when other 
options are exhausted.  
14. Remember, dogs need to be rewarded within 1-3 seconds for learning to be effective. The 
quicker the better! A secondary reinforcer such as an enthusiastic “yes” or “good dog” may 
be used to precisely mark the desired behaviour and bridge a time gap between desired 
behaviour and reward. 
15. Appreciate that Moose and Maple can be managed but probably not cured, due to the long 
standing nature of their barking habits, packing behaviour (they get each other going), breed, 
challenging environment full of barking targets, plus their personality type.  
 
Handouts provided: (1)Leadership; (2) Reward based training; (3)Infants, children and dogs; (4) Head halter use; (5) Barking and 
training quiet; (6) Crate training; (7) Kong recipes; (8) BC 103 notes.  
 
Please phone anytime that you wish to discuss Moose and Maple’s progress.  
 
Moose responded so well to the static pulse bark control collar that a second one was 
acquired for Maple. These dogs remain well managed after 3 months using the above 
instructions.  
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